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“I didn’t know Pit Bulls could be therapy 
dogs” was a statement I heard in the 
waiting room of the private practice where 
I work. That was not the only “biased” 
statement I heard while having my fully 
vetted and approved play therapy dog in 
the office. Many insurance companies also 
had plenty to say about the “bully breeds” 
when I began to search for liability 
coverage, but that’s for another article.  

Over the years, dogs have been bred for 
various reasons, and these purposes have 
changed over time. The term “Pit Bulls” 
refers to variations of different breeds that 
have been loosely grouped under that 
term, and have become popular pets for 
families because of their traits of being 
gentle, affectionate, and loyal (ASPCA, 
2018). With descriptors like that, it seems 
natural for them to be able to be therapy 
dogs, right? An important factor when 
working in therapy with any dog breed or 
breed mix (or other animal, for that matter) 
is consideration of the animal’s specific 
traits. Some dogs might be better suited for 
certain types of work than others, and that 
may be largely due to the dog’s individual 

personality, not just breed alone.  
Recognition by the handler of his/her 
animal’s strengths and challenges is highly 
beneficial to the therapy process. My dog, 
Amora, is incredibly social—she wants to 
say “hi” to everyone! She enjoys the 
company of people and dogs. Amora is also 
energetic, and even though she is 6, she still 
retains her puppy energy. She is easily 
excited, and I have learned to redirect her 
when she shows the early signs of 
becoming too aroused. I have learned that 
these challenges of the dog can have great 
therapeutic value, and they can facilitate 
the connection between the dog and client. 
Amora is also curious, and that has been 
helpful in session, as she genuinely 
approaches the clients and the toys. 
Watching her interactions with items in the 
playroom gives me ideas for new 
interventions that use the objects she 
enjoys. 

Knowing Amora’s unique personality traits, 
strengths, and challenges helps me better 
care for her and ensure that her needs are 
met. She enjoys our daily walks and play 
time—hide-n-seek is her favorite as it 
engages her strong olfactory sense. She 
enjoys games and puzzle toys for mental 
stimulation. 

continued next page   
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What a Pitty! 
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What a Pitty!  (continued) 

When I recognize and meet Amora’s needs, it 
helps her stay healthy mentally and physically, 
and our daily interactions help us build and 
improve our relationship.  

 

Learning to read and respond to her body 
language has been an incredibly beneficial skill 
in helping me care more effectively for Amora. 
AAPT focuses on the importance of a positive 
relationship between therapist and animal, as 
well as the animal’s well-being, and the 
therapist’s skill of reading and responding to 
body language. 

Knowing your animal very well-- his/her breed, 
and the animal’s own special personality traits, 
strengths, interests, and challenges can allow 
the team to better navigate the journey through 
AAPT, both the joys and the challenges. Each 
animal has his/her own experiences and 
characteristics. Awareness of these helps one 
determine the best way of involving the animal 
in therapy and making the work successful.   

 

Haley Moskella, LCSW, CPP-AAPT works in 
private practice conducting therapy with 
individuals and families. She is a Licensed Clinical 
Social Worker and a Certified Professional 
Practitioner of Animal Assisted Play Therapy™.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
Amora is fully approved for her work in AAPT.                       
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First Introduction by Jacqueline George, LCSW, RPT-S, CAAPT 

 

Introducing an Animal Assisted Play Therapy™ partner to a client is an event that every 
therapist wants to go well, for the sake of the client, the animal, ourselves, and the 
therapy process. This introduction can start as soon as the client walks into the lobby 
of your practice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Here there is a cat tree, their food and water dishes, cat toys, a covered litter box, and 
a cat carrier that the animals can enter anytime they like. At the other end of the room, 
under the puppet tree, is a cat tent for the animals to enjoy, too.  
 
At the intake session, clients read and sign a consent form pertaining to the cats’ 
participation in their sessions. They also receive a colorful brochure featuring photos of 
the cats and interesting information about cats. This leads up to the point that “Cats 
Rule” because they model good behavior for us to practice.  

 
For example, when they meet the client, cats demonstrate the benefits of making a 
new friend by respecting the other’s space. Cats like s-l-o-w movements, so clients are 
encouraged to approach slowly and hold out one of their hands for the cat to sniff. 
Clients then learn to scratch the cat gently under his/her chin and jawbone and to notice 
the cat’s reaction to that. Cats clearly love this, evidenced by their half-closed eyes’ 
“look of bliss” as they stretch their heads forward and lean into the client’s touch. 
Invariably, this brings a smile to the client. From here, the client is permitted to gently 
pet along the cat’s body or use a toy to engage the cat in play. Ta Da! The client has 
successfully made a new friend! 

                                                                                                                                                                   

Haley and Amora in their playroom 

 

 

 

Two cats work with me, and the lobby has several items 
that immediately “introduce” the client to Deyanna and 
Skippy. One wall of the lobby is dedicated to a large 
canvas picture of Deyanna, the AAPT approval 
certificates for both of the cats, and my own AAPT 
certification and Kirrie Award. The client can read 
through a notebook titled “Cat Behavior and 
Communication” and there is also a wooden plaque that 
says The best therapist has fur and four legs. 

The instant a client walks into the therapy room, they are 
again introduced to the presence of the cats, as the front 
corner of the room is dedicated to Skippy and Deyanna. 

 

Jacqueline George, LCSW, RPT-S, CAAPT began 
practicing Child Centered Play Therapy in 1990, has 
been a Licensed Clinical Social Worker since 1996, a 
Registered Play Therapist-Supervisor since 2001, and 
a Certified Animal Assisted Play Therapist since 
2015. Jacque has served with the Pennsylvania 
Association for Play Therapy Board of Directors since 
2002 and has served twice as its President. Deyanna 
and Skippy are AAPT-Approved. 
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Play Is NOT Just for 
Kids! 
by Risë VanFleet, PhD, RPT-S, CDBC 

One of the key features of Animal Assisted 
Play Therapy™ is the incorporation of play, 
playfulness, and humor into the therapeutic 
process. Very often, when people hear the 
term “play therapy” they think of a set of 
specialized interventions for children. It is 
true that play is the natural developmental 
language of children through which they 
express themselves and work through their 
problems. Play therapy includes a wide range 
of therapeutic interventions that have been 
shown to help children overcome their 
difficulties and function effectively and 
happily at home and school. Play therapy is 
sometimes mistakenly described as “playing 
with children in order to get them to talk.” In 
actuality, their play IS their talk! Play therapy 
requires a substantial amount of training to 
learn the many different forms it can take for 
individual, group, and family interventions.  

Play, however, is not just for kids! In many 
species, play continues throughout the 
lifespan, and no better example exists of that 
than humans. We have the capacity to play, 
either physically and/or mentally, from 
infancy into old age. I very much enjoy my 
visits with my 93- and 94-year-old parents 
because their humor and playfulness are alive 
and well!  

 

Incorporating playful or humor-based 
activities in therapy offers an essential 
element for change: SAFETY. It is difficult for 
people to change if they don’t feel safe, both 
physically and emotionally. When one builds 
play into part of the process, even adults are 
better equipped to handle the difficult 
material of therapy and to do their work. This 
is true of the allied health professions as well. 
I have had physical therapy in recent years for 
a knee replacement and post-surgery for a 
shoulder rotator cuff tear. I found myself 
working much harder when I could laugh 
along with my physical therapist.  

 

AAPT works for clients of all ages. It adds 
lightness so it is easier for them to do their 
work. It provides a mechanism for coping 
with stress, not only during therapy sessions, 
but also in life.  

Play Is Also Not Just for Humans! 

Many of the animals with whom we most 
often partner in AAPT have the capacity for 
playfulness, too. Dogs, horses, cats, rabbits, 
goats, and many other species retain the 
capacity for play, at least under certain 
circumstances. Interestingly, safety is 
entwined with play in the nonhuman animal 
world as well. Animals will not play unless 
they feel safe. If we create a safe environment 
for them, and we invite them, they will often 
play.  

One of the advantages of AAPT is that the 
animals get to play with people. They often 
show signs of enjoyment, especially as they 
ask their human play partners to repeat a 
game, such as fetch, over and over again.   

Play is valuable in and of itself. It provides 
safety and coping as noted above, but it also 
offers a sense of joy and well-being. It 
provides a counterpoint to the challenges 
and disappointments of life. Laughter is, 
indeed, the best medicine. The work of Jaak 
Panksepp on affective neuroscience is 
fascinating, as he has suggested that the 
Seeking and Play systems of the brain (shown 
to be unique pathways) can have a positive 
impact on the less pleasant emotions. The 
two systems are often active together in 
AAPT, as clients, animals, and therapists find 
the joy in the lighthearted, creative 
exploration of play.     

            
 

 

 
 

 

 

More Information 
 

--books, online courses, & 
skill-building workshops-- 
 

  Website: www.iiaapt.org 
 

 Store: www.risevanfleet.com/shop 
 

 Risë VanFleet, PhD, RPT-S, CDBC 
         rise@risevanfleet.com 
         IIAAPT, PO Box 613, Boiling 
         Springs PA 17007  USA 

 Tracie Faa-Thompson, MA, AASW, 
            PGdipNDPT 
            tracie.j.faa@gmail.com 

 Facebook page:  
    https://www.facebook.com/IIAAPT/ 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Risë VanFleet, PhD, 
RPT-S, CDBC is a 
Licensed Psychologist, 
Registered Play 
Therapist-Supervisor, 
and Certified Dog 
Behavior Consultant. 
She & Tracie Faa-
Thompson cofounded 
the IIAAPT. 

 

 
Retired AAPT dog, Kirrie, loves Orbee 

balls from Planet Dog! 
(photo credit: Carl Photography) 
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